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Reasoning from activity approach 

attitude of subject toward the system 
world, as a method of subject’s social 
connection and legal reality to the effect 
that is conditioning it successful devel-
opment. Thus it follows to pay attention 

-
nition, than legal practice so as foresees 
other structure of subjects’ activity. Ba-
sic directions of the use of dogma of law 
and dogmatic technique in legal activi-
ty are analysed in the article. It proved 
that activity is a method of existence of 

-
gal relations, legal consciousness, law 
as valued-normative system and dogma 
of law can not exist out of limits of ac-
tivity. The dogma of law through activi-
ty is incarnated in reality so as in the le-
gal actions of man. The different states 
and components of dogma of law are 
respond the different types and forms of 

legal activity. The dogma of law in the 
context of activity appears structured 
agreeably to the features of separate 
type of legal reality.

Reasoning from legal activity it is 
possible to trace the use of methodology 
of this activity in the context of the use of 
dogma of law. Such methodology can be 
named dogmatic technique because the 
article of research becomes dogmatic.

It is suggested to pick out such spheres 
of the use of dogma of law as: legislative, 

-
ized the different elements of dogmatic 

law is used in legal activity by enlisted 
scientists analysis of legal life and lead 
through of empiric researches. A dogma 
of law is expressed in strict interpretation 

legal activity includes for itself the dog-
ma of law as methodological basis for 
legally technical to the analysis of legis-
lation and system of legal acts.
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